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Synopsis

Based on the persistent currenf model of the electron, a new consistent frame of classical
electromagnetism is presented.

Different from the present field-theoretical approach, the self-

produced electromagnetic field energy of each electron is regarded as apart of the self-energy of the
electron, requiring a self-factor 1/2 for the momentum. Clarifying the interrelation between the
Maxwell-Lorentz and the Maxwell electromagnetism, a rigorous self-consistent electromagnetic
energy-momentum density formulation is presented. In this new frame, Zeemen energy has to be
regarded as an effective HamiltOnian of the total system including nonmagnetic energies of the
magnetic moment and the source of the external magnetic field involved. It was found that the
transfer of electromagnetic energy byinduction is a fundamental phenomenon for the magnetic
moments, or, the persistent current systems, which is quite implicit in the current frame of the
quantum theory.

§ 1. Introduction
The classical and quantalphysics present the two strictly consistent precise Il'lathematical
frames,havingtheacctiracy of less than 10-8 in each effective field. This fact suggests that there
will be an analytical interconnection between 'the fwo frarnes.The effort todarifythisstruCture
leadsfinallY·for the.author ,to propose 'the new",frame6fphysicsl,#;~2)rwhich'pre$entsanother,3;p-
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The New Frame in Electromagnetism
proach for the physics of materials, being more adequate than the present frame of Q.E.D., for
the analysis of macroscopic systems.

In this effort, the requirement becomes evident that, since

the theory of classical electromagnetism for materials was incomplete 4 ), in a point of having the
self-consistent energy-momentum transfer relation in which electrons are involved, the requirement
exists to find out a consistent unified classical electromagnetism for the Maxwell-Lorentz world.
This paper presents the essential part of thus newly constructed Maxwell-Lorentz classical electromagnetism, which constitutes a part of the new frame of physics. We use MKS rationalized Gauss
unit system for convenience (yIe call it the MKSP system 5,6), P:Physical.).

§ 2. The Persistent Current Model of the Electron
In 1974, we proposed a persistent Vortex Ring current model of the electron, having no adjustable parameterS). We refer it. as VR hereafter. Essential features of VR are as follows.

1).

It is a tiny ring current with the ring radius of

(1) .

and with a very small cross sectional radius, ,o.t We should note that there is an old concept of the
point charge electron, in which the classical size of the electron is assumed to be less than 10- 15 m.
Since we take the VR as representing the classical electron, the classical size of the electron in the
new frame is in the order of 10- 12 m= 10- 2 A, which necessitates to abandon the point electron
concept. This must be due in thenew frame, because, in the old model, the associated electrostatic
self-energy itself already exceeds the rest energy of the electron by a factor of a few orders' of
magnitude, the sizeless point electron concept, in principle, can not become the basic entity in the
proposed strictly self-consistent Maxwell-Lorentz classical electromagnetism. More detailed reasons
are explained in Appendix A.
The total energy consists of electric and magnetic energies, UE,o and UM,o,

2).

# Reference paper 1) was published in English in "Bussei Kenkyu ", which is a Japanese journal written mostly

in Japanese. There had been many pioneering papers and debates 3).

t

we had a small mistake in the origirialpaper 2 ) for the calculated radiUS of the cross 'section. The values of'
(6.33 or 4.75) x 10-378 m inp.1586 should be repla,cedwitn (1.241 or 0.967) x 1Q,-386 m,fortneuniform o:r
surface charge and current distributions. Although we do not believe that the Maxwell electroma,gnetism,can be,
simply extended to such a tiny distance, the attractive feature of VR model is that its essential characters are
independent of the details of these super-microscopic 'structures.

-721-

(2)

3).

The magnitudes of the angular momentum and the magnetic moment in each single classical

state arehandgllB, respectively.
4).

Ensemble concept is employed in order to bridge the model with the quantum characters

of the electron, in

wh~ch

the state a, Le;, the one with the spin directed along +z axis, is represented

by an ensemble in which the top of the angular momentum vector distributes uniformly over the
upper hemisphereS), 7). Hence, the averaged charge. distribution becomes spherical with the angular
momentum and the magnetic momenrcomponentsof hl2 anclgpB/2, resepectively.In the new
frame, ensemble· concept is regarded important for bridging the physical concepts in classical and
quantal physics.
5).

Different from the old understanding 8 ),9), we have proposed to introduce a self-factor 1/2

for the calculation of its self-produced electromagnetic momentum. Therefore, when VR is at rest,
the momentum density in the proper frame is either
*pO*aO

2c

or

( 3)

2c

where *po, *ao,*eoand *ho are the original Maxwell-Lorentz's charge density, vector potential,
and electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Here * indicates that it is the quantity before the
ensemble average procedure.
6).

VR is electromagnetically stable.

In the Maxwell electromagnetism, the Lorentz electric

force of repulsion is almostexa,etly cancelled by the Lorentz magnetic force of attraction and the
magnitude of the next term is extremely small, such as 10-365 of the main term. Since the gravitational force expected is quite large, such as 10-43 of the main term, we expect that the model is
stable in terms of general relativity.
7).

The model keeps a quantized flux of hcle S ), which is twice of the fluxoid of superconducting

circuits.
8).

As shown in Eq. (1), VRhas anomalous magnetic moment intrinsically, or, the g-factor of

VR agrees with the resultoLquantumelectrodynamics, up to the second order perturbation, Le.,
less than 2 ppm.
In the present field theory 8) , the electron is described by the electron field with 'Y-matrix

-722-
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and associated quantized electromagnetic field, leaving the divergence difficulty unsolved. Since
the mathematical frame in the field theory is so simple and, also, since the VR model can represent
the real electron so precisely23), we assume in the new frame that the momentum and energy of the
electron are mostly electromagnetic, or, at least, they will be approximated by the analytical extension of the frame of electromagnetism. There will be no doubt that the momentum and energy
of the self-produced electromagnetic fields of an electron should form important and inseparable
components of the momentum and energy of the electron.

§3.The Maxwell-Lorentz and the Maxwell Equations
The real quantal electron is approximated by the following two steps. In the first step, the
electron is represented by the classical VR located in the space with a certain velocity. In the next
step, if the state is a, the state is represented by an ensemble in which the top of the

angulatmo~

mentum vector distributes uniformly over the upper hemisphere, and centers of the VR's are distributed according to the quantalprobability l/J*(r, t) l/J(r, t),moving in accordance with the probable
orbital electric current density,

(4)
Here a is a microscopic vector potential in the Lorentz gauge. Thus, we get the electric current
density four vector, {ii, {ep; } , for the electron i,

h being composed of spin and orbital currents and

{ being i of the four space6~ In the new frame, we regard the Schrodinger representation most basic,
as only this representation can afford the direct correspondence between the classical and quanta!
physics.
Let us denote the electromagnetic fields of the i-th electron in the first step in the MaxwellLorentz world as (*e;, *h;). For the nucleus, although we do not know the detail, we assume that
we know its (*ej, *h j ). Then, by applying the superposition principle fOf the following step; we
obtain (e;, hi) as the total ensemble average. We regard this (e,., hi) as the (e;, hi) of our MaxwellLorentz world. Then, we have
1

ah

c

at

- - - -i
(5)
P;v;
1 Be
\lXh-=---~ +
~ ~
~

c

at

c

J.

+-~

c

\I-
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ei =P i

-

ii, is

Here,the microscopic currents;

intentiOnally decomposed as h = PiVi + Ii" where Ii represents

the microscopically closed persistent currents, due to spin and/or orbital magnetic moment 10,11).
In addition, there will be free electromagnetic waves, eo and h o, which have similar equations to
Eq. (5) with Pi= h = O.
Then, after being superposed, we have our Maxwell-Lorenz equations of

ah

1

\7xe=-,---

\7 e h=O,

cat'

(6)

\7Xh,1- ae +Pv
c at·

c

+ L,

\7e e=P,

c

in which

e=L: e i

,

h=~hi'

p(r,t)=~Pi(r, t),

1.

1.

1.

PV

= L: p, v·, I - L:, It' •
.
t

t

t

(7)

Let us define fictitious magnetic shell functions mi(r, t)12). The function m,{r, t) has finite
values only in the magnetic shell bounded by Ii(r, t) and has a meaning of the microscopic fictitious
magnetization. The fictitious H field, hty (r, t), that the magnetic shell mi would produce is hty Cr, t)
= - V'¢rI[ (r, t), and

\7 X

Ifl.

I

=_t

(8)

C

t

where ¢rI[ is a magnetic potential due to mi' Then we get

h . B,

m=L:m·
=M,
.
t
t

PV

(PV)free

c

c

L= \lXM,
c

+

P=

(PV) bound

= .-L + -.l ap

c

P free

+

c

Pbound

c
F

= p -

at '
\7 • p .
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The New Frame in Electromagnetism
Therefore, from Eq. (6), we get easily the Maxwell equations and the equation for ripple electromagnetic fields.

§4. Energy Transfer Relations
From Eqs. (5), we get

ae .

ah}

- \7 • ce·} X h·l. = e·} • __
- + e·} • (fJ.l. v·l.
at l. + h·l. • -at

+ I i)'

(10)

so that, from Eq. (6),

ae i

-\7- ce } ,x(h,-m·
)=e,} - -at
l.
l.

ah}

+ h· - -+
e'} - fJV
at
l.

l.

ah}

l.

-m l. - at- -

(11)

Integrating Eq. (11) over an arbitrary volume V with the surface S, we get

- IIs c L; e,
'-f-'

} -r-

X

(hi - mi ) - dS

}

l.

Here, i can be either fixed or summed. Further, from Eq. (10) for j = i,

.

- J.fIs

a (e; + h;

ceol xh·
_dS=rff
[at
.l.
JJJ v
i

2

)+ e

l.

·(fJov·
l.
l.

+1·)]
dV _
l.

(13)

Using Eqs. (10), and (12), we have an identity of

ah'
IIIv L; (-mi)--) dV
}c:f:i
at

L;

[IIIve},-lidV+IIsce}Xmi-dS]. (14)

}c:f:i

In Eq. (14), since the left side is a volume integral, which will increase monotonously with the
volume, the surface integral of the last term must .be compensated by a part of the first term of the
right side, which is only effective when S cut I;'s or m/s. When S cuts mi' then the principal term
of ej, having the form of -\l¢j, works to Ii' but, we have no interest to this work, because mathematica1ly it has no contribution when integrated over whole Ii' Therefore, Eq. (14) represents the
action of- aaj/cat, i.e., the rate of work done by induction to the magnetic moments. Thus the right
side terms of Eq. (12) represent the time change of the elctromagnetic interaction energies, the rate
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of work done to Pivi, and the rate of work done tali by induction. Accordingly, the left side term
should show the flow rate of electromagnetic energy through the surface S.
In the new frame, besides the free radiation component, the electromagnetic self-energy of
particle i,

fff[(e/ +h/)/2]dV,

can not be separated from the relativisticselfertergy of the particle.

This view is different from the usual starting view of the field theory 8) ,and,therefore, the renormalization procedure becomes not necessary. Eq. (13) includes the time change of this part of the self
energy of particle i. The essential significance of this term will be explained in § 5. We can disregard
Eq. (13) and consider only Eq. (12) after summing over i, because, in a usual material, the ratio of
the weight of Eqs. (13) to (12) is N:N 2 , where N is the number of particle i in a small volume A V.
From Eqs. (12) and (13), we get

- IIs cE X

(B~M) . dB

aE

=IIfV [E·-=-tB.
at

aB
.
a1'
aB
-+E·
J+E·~-M·-;-J
dV
at
vt
vt

(15 )

and a corresponding ripple term equation. We must notice that

aB

(16)

-M·-·at

represents the main component of the energy transfer by induction to the magnetic moments Pi.
In the new frame, the energy transfer by induction to the persistent currents is regarded as an essential phenomenon, being also effective quantum mechanically. Relation of this phenomenon to
the Zeeman energy is given in Apeendix B.
The ripple term equation must represent various non-Maxwell energy transfers, such as by
the mechanical stresses, phonons, thermal conductions, and thermal radiations. The energy transfer
by mass transportation, however, will be analyzed in the next section.
It is noted that up to this point the only assumption needed is that the magnetic moments

are composed of persistent currents and the details ofVR model is not necessary.

§ S. Electromagnetic Momentum-Energy Density Relations
We show first that a consistent electromagnetic momentum-energy density relation can be
obtained in terms of (*ei' *h i).

According to the logics developed in the foregoing paperS), the

self momentum-energy density four vector of the i-th particle, {Pi} self, is represented by
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{Pi
}self = {

* p.0* a·
II2C

Here, {*J1, t c*p~ }

+

(*.0
J.I- • *a·I-0)* v·Irv I-. 2 C 2
-;;-

and {*a~, t*¢~} are the current and potential four vectors in the proper

frame of the i-th particle. It is noted that, in order to get the total momentum-energy four vector,
the integration must be made in the proper space V

O
,

or, in the proper hyper plane

aO.

We assume

that (*ei' *h i ) satisfies also the Maxwell-Lorentz equations which are similar to Eq. (5).
Now, from the Maxwell-Lorentz equations for (*ei' *h;), we have the following identities,

a* a· a*a'
a 2*~.
+ *¢ ._
_I- + __
I- . - 2
2
'f'

}

} c at

ff

cat

cat

* .x*h·
a*¢·
a*
e I} dV=·Iff ~
1 [*.p. * a·+\7 * ¢.-.}
* a · · -a-i J dV,
.• --\7
00
c
. 00 c·
I-}
I- cat
} cat

. 'f
Jc

JJJoor X

(

* eI-.x * h }.
c

)dV=JJJoo{rX[

*p I-. * a}.

c

\7* ¢.Ia*
¢ .
-}

*

(19)

a* at. ]

+-.--.-.-\7a}··-at·
c
cat
c

a*a·
+*a·x--t }dV.
} cat

(20)

Here, 'V *aj is a dyadics, and we use only the Lorentz gauge potentials which vanish at infinity.
In Eq. (20), any point can be used as the origin of r, and the last term represents the spin angular

momentum of the electromagnetic fields.
It is to be noted that, in order to get these identities, many differentiations and integrations

over the whole space have to be made. Since, in the new frame, we can assume essentially regular
functions for all the electromagnetic quantities in the four space, all the mathematical operations
can be made without having caution to singularities. This is an essential feature of the new frame
of electromagnetism, which was not present in the old frame where the divergence difficulties are
always present for the point charge electrons with spin.
We regard that these equations are important for analyzing the structure of the electromagnetic
momentum-energy densities in the space. When i =1= j, these relations are useful without any additionals, but when i = j =1= 0, careful consideration must be made to all these equations. Comparing
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with Eq. (17), we should notice that a self~factor 1/2 is at least needed in order to approximate the
self-energy, self-momentum, and self-angular momentum by Eqs. (18), (19), and (20), respectively.
In the case when (*ej, *h i ) represents the free field component which was radiated from the i-th
particle, this self-factor 1/2 is not necessary, but this complexity is dexterously resolved in our
Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism, as we see soon.
We get further

L:

c

j:t:.i

\l.

a* .

a*h'

at

at

ei + *hi· - J) + L...J
,,* e .• * J.i
( *e .X *
hi)+ ,,(*
~
e . •--.)

j:t:.i

)

j:t:.i

-

0,

(21)

)

(22)

From the principle of work, we can assume
,,*
Iff*vi ( J-r-t
.~. e j
Here,

*Vi
*

and

) *.
f)*
• J i dV = - - [K. E.J

at·

i

+ -ata

*[

R. E. J i

•

(23)

is the volume where *i;=I=O,
2

mi C

(24)

[ K. E.J i = -;.=========~
v'1-(v)c)2

* [R.E.L

indicates the electromagnetic energy being radiated or absorbed by the i-th particle.

In order to represent the change in the self energy due to the transfer of electromagnetic energy
by induction, we regard that mi is not a constant 13). But the change is so small that, in usual purpose,
it can be neglected. We have to assume further

+*

[R.E.JJ,

(25)

where, the volume V and its surface S is about the size to include the i-th particle. From Eq. (22),
if we have another volume V', which includes V, we have the time change equation of
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a {( * e i

Iff v ,-v -at-

)2

2

+ ( * hi ) 2 }

d V· - _

-

If 5

' -5 c

* e~ x * h ~ . d S .

(26)

Therefore, c*ei x *h b when integrated over the surface of a volume where *i; = 0, indicates the
flow of {(*ei)2 + (*h i )2 } /2, so that we need this term in Eq. (25). This fact, however, does not
mean that c*ei x *h i can represent the energy flow.

In the space where *h = 0, the energy flow

*Si must be

(27)

but, in the space where *h"* 0, even Eq. (27) has no guarantee of existence. Clear recognition of
this fact is one of the cruxes of the new frame in electromagnetism.
From Eqs. (25), (22), (23) and (21), we get

From Eqs. (21), (22) and (28), we may be able to assume

(29)

Now, Eq. (29) is correct where *h = 0. Our assumption is that it can hold where *i;"* 0, for the
electrons. In VR, since the *p and *j have no mass, the acceleration of *p and *j due to the action
of .~ .*ej and .~ .*h j may generate the reaction !J. *ei and !J. *h i , which may just compensate the
/-r-Z

/-r-Z

action. Since the original *ei and *h i , which have Eq. (29), are so huge, that there is a reason to
believe the presence of balance both in a usual mathematical meaning and general relativistically.
Therefore,
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* fJ . L: *e·
~.)

+.

* J~..

xL;.

)

*h·)
=

c

(30)

o.

)

Multiplying *h/*Pi to Eq. (30), we see thatEq. (29) is derivable from Eq. (30).
Then, after summing over i, Eq. (29) can be regarded as the forth component (v

=4) equation

of the energy-momentum density tensor equation of

a*Tttll

=

o.

(31)

The fact that a*T/-L4/aX/-L

= 0 holds in

any frames indicates that Eq. (31) must hold in general. The

basic Lagrangian for obtaining the electromagnetic energy-momentum density tensor *T/-Lv is 14)

* :L= - ~ (*f ) 2
4
ttll'

*
f ttll

*T

ttll

=

a*'a:

II

a* u tt

(32)

_",,*

-ax
- aXII tt

L.J

f

*

i

ttll'

_",,*
a tt -

L.J

~

i

a tt '

(33)

1
* 2
= *.f. tta*flIa - - 4·o.ttll faft

= (L;. *fitta )(L;*fi
)_1.
lIa
4
~)

0 tt ll (L;*fi
) (L;*fi
).
.
aft
.
aft

(34)

~)

Here, the subscript, i, j are changed to superscript for convenience, and the standard symmetrization
procedure 9 ) is requested for getting *T,."v from *£. It is easy to see that a*T/-Lv/8x,." = 0 (v = 1,2,3)
gives Eq. (30). But we should notice that, in order to get the Maxwell-Lorentz equations, we
should add Cf*j~) (~*a~)/c to

*£,

which will spoil the expression of *T,."v of Eq. (34), if simply

followed the standard procedure of the field theorylS). So far as we use the new momentum-energy
density four vector of Eq. (17) for VR, the frame of the present field theory can work only partly.
The crux of these analyses is that, although Eqs. (29) - (34) do not differentiate *ei x *h i
and *ei x *h j , we must differentiate them clearly, because, otherwise, we can not get a consistent
results in Eqs. (17), (19), (28) and (31). The structure must remain when we shift from (*ei' *h i)
to (ei' hi)' Therefore, in Eq. (12), we must sum with j =1= i, and we must understand the energy
relation in the Maxwell electromagnetism of Eq. (15) as the average of Eq. (12).
It is noted that the Maxwell equations are passive equations and *Pl!i' t) and *h(ri' t) do not
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determine (*ei' *h i) precisely. We should notice the fact that even a classical hydrogen atom in
which a point charge electron is making a closed orbital motion can be stationary, when the electromagnetic potentials are the average of the retarded and advanced potentials of the motion. In this
sense, (eh hi) should be determined according to the expectation of quantum theoryin each specific
case. It will be added in advance that, in the new frame l ), there is a quantum reason that the emission or the absorption of an electromagnetic wave is made in average, following after the (ei' hi)
of our Maxwell-Lorentz equations.
It is important for the electromagnetism to confirm the existence of perfectly consistent

mathematical frame, in which no mathematical inconsistency is present. We believe that our frame
can be such a frame general relativistically. Although, in the frame of special relativity, we still
have a certain ambiguities in the system, such as in the ratio of 1 :10~36s, the ambiguities are superficial and can be neglected by postulating a certain adjusting function which can be effective only
in such anomalous regions.
It is easy to prove that, in the existing classical theory of electromagnetism with charged

particles, no consistent energy-momentum density tensor, with no renormalization difficulty, had
been presented. The logics presented by Landau and Lifshitz 9) is only an elegant tautology, because
they did not solve the Poincare paradox 5).

§6. A Few Additionals
In addition to the short explanation given in Appendix B, we have derived in this paper already
that the Zeeman energy is a kind of effective Hamiltonian of the total system, including the source
of the external magnetic field.
It will be noted in advance that the extension of the new frame of classical electromagnetism

has enabled to derive the c-number form of the Dirac Hamiltonian in Pauli's approximation entirely
c1assicallyl3). In the derivation procedure, as in the case of the Zeeman energy, transfers of electromagnetic energy by induction playa crucial role; the phenomena are entirely implicit in Q.E.D.
In a sense, we can regard the 'Y-matrix in Q.E.D. as a mathematical device which has replaced this
important electromagnetic phenomena in classical physics.
The dissipation of energy in the macroscopic physics is a transfer of energy from the macroscopic system to the unspecified microscopic system. In the Maxwell-Lorentz world, however, there
is no further unspecified super-microscopic system. Therefore, in the new frame, in conformity
with the quantum theory, unspecified dissipation of energy isnot emphasized in the Maxwell-Lorentz
world.
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Our understanding on the Maxwell tensor and the electromagnetic forces will be shown in
Appendix C.

Appendix A. The classical size of the electron
Although the electron is definitely a quantal existence, in the new frame of physics, in order
to get the analytical continuation between quantal and classical physics, a requirement exists to
find out the best self-consistent classical representation of the electron, which can be used as the
basic element in the classical frame of the new physics, especially in its Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism. It has turned out that our VR model satisfies this requirement. With VR, we have to
accept that the classical size of the electron is in the range of the Compton wave length, which,
in terms of the radius, be gA c

=gn/mc '" 10- 2 A = la- 12 m.

We know that there is an old concept,

in which the electron is assumed to be a point, less than la-ISm, and the enormous electrostatic
self-energy associated with this point charge has been just, without reason, disregarded. This concept
can not be used in the new frame, because we look for a strictly selfconsistent electromagnetism
and, in this old representation,the problem of the electrostatic selfenergy itself affords definite
selfinconsistency. Therefore, th.e only choice for the new frame is VR, and, the question is whether
VR can represent the classical electron adequately or not.
Let us compare the old and new concepts. For the electron, the minimum Heisenberg uncertainty in the location, D.x, and the de Broglie wave length, AB' in the proper frame are

(AI)

i.e., its two Compton wave lengthes. Therefore, in the old concept, the point electron is assumed
to make an iteneration in the range of the Compton wave length, being called the "Zitterbewegung",
and the intrinsic spin magnetic moment of the electron is ascribed to the rotational orbital motion
of this Zitterbewegung, leaving the g-factor problem (Why g

=2)

unsolved. In the new concept,

the electron itself is a persistent current, having the radial extension of gA c '" 10- 2 A and the spin
angular momentum,

n,

as its intrinsic virtue of the model. Since the model has g = 2(l + ex/2rr),

the accuracy of the model is in the range of 10- 6 • It is noted that, since the electric charge has
relativistic invariance, although the ring charge is assumed to rotate with the speed of light, c, (being
identical to the velocity of the Zitterbewegung in Q.E.D.) this order comes about decisively as the
minimum size, being supported also by the Q.E.D. through its Darwin term 16).
Now since Eqs. (AI) exist, the question of whether a person takes the new or old model in
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his brain may be a matter of taste, but, in the new frame, we have to take VR model, because only
this model gives a classical electron with its all non-wave virtues, enabling to construct a consistent
Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism, and to establish an analytical continuation between quantal
and classical physics 1).
It is noted that, different from the a-particle, no classically explainable quantitative Rutherford

scattering data exists for the electron. Although the quantum mechanical calculation of the scattering of the electron by an idealized electrostatic Coulomb potential gives a formulus whose leading
term is identical to the Rutherford classical scattering forrnulus 17), no such idealized Coulomb
potential is available in nature for the electron scattering, so that, the observed scattering data of the
electron by materials are rather utilized quantally to determine the electric charge distribution of the
nuclei in the target 18). The electron beams ofless than 10 MeV give only the electron diffraction by
the target, and the beam of very high energy, having the velocity of light, e.g., 0.5 BeV 18),19), still
gives diffraction by the nuclei of the target, since its de Broglie wave length of 2.47x 10-15 m is
yet in the range of the size of the nuclei.
It is further noted that although the high energy electron-positron or electron-electron collision

experiments have given the cross sectional data of the electron, from which the size is said to be'less
than 10-17m , the experiments are of essentially quantum mechanical, and, although the theory had
assumed the point charge electron, the divergence problem was left unsolved, and, under the allowance of the super-position and Pauli's exclusion principles, the obtained cross sectional data do not
necessarily be related directly to the classical size of the electron. Classically, the two particles in
these experiments, and also two VR's, may behave like as two electromagnetic solitons, which can
penetrate or overlap mutually, without introducing any particle reactions. In this case, therefore,
the word "size" may be the replacement of the probability of the quantum mechanical reactions,
for which, the classical frame has nothing to do. Of course, in the new frame, we are mostly interested in the physics of materials, in which the relevant energies are very low, and electrons are
regarded eternal.

In conclusion, we state that no classically explainable Rutherford type simple

data, which appoints for the size of the electron to be less than 10- 2 A, has been present.
The charge distribution range of 10- 2 A, given by VR model can not only describe most of
the classical properties of the electron but also describe the hyperfine field to the nucleus precisely2).
The instability of high Z number nuclei, which is known to be partly due to the capturing of their
Is electrons, might also be explained by the fact that the mean radii of Is orbital in these nuclei
approach to the range of 10- 2 A.
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Appendix B6 ). A Derivation of the Zeeman Energy
Let us assume two persistent current circuits C 1 and C2 ; C 1 being learge and C2 being small
and located in the center of C 1 • We assume further that C 1 and C2 keep fluxes <1>1 and <P 2 , respectively, and C2 is regarded as a magnetic moment J!2 located in a magnetic field, HI, from C1 . Then,
the total magnetic energy of the system, C1 + C2 ; is

(B 1)

Here /] and

/2

are the total currents in C 1 and C2 , and L]], L 22, and L 12 are the averaged self- and

mutual-inductances. We have for the magnetic fluxes, <1>1 and <1>2, such as,

( B2)

so that, if we changed the mutual configurations of C 1 and C2 slowly, we get

( B3)

Here, G] or G2 is a nonmagnetic energy of C 1 or C2 which couples to the persistent current
/] or /2 inseparably, e.g., when C 1 or C2 is a superconducting circuit, it is the kinetic energy of
the drift component of the superconducting electrons. H 21 is the HI atJ!2, and

o:lt

indicates the

variation with respect to L 12, or, due to the change in the mutual configuration between J!2and
HI. Therefore, we get

( B4)

More rigorous treatments by the same logics will be seen in Ref. 20).
Hence, the Zeeman energy expression is a kind of effective Hamiltonian of the total system.
In Eq. (B4), we have disregarded a few secondary processes, because they are usually very small.
For instance, if J!2 has been rotated quickly, a free electromagnetic radiation, OUR, starts outwards
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from the location of J.l2' together with the electromagnetic action, which should realize DC 1, but
the former is not large. A detailed analytical explanation of these processes in terms of electromagnetism will be seen in another paper 13).
It will be noted that, by Q.E.D., there is no doubt that the magnetic moment of the electron

is due to the electric current 8) .

Appendix C. The Maxwell Tensor and Electromagnetic Forces 21 )
We know that, quantum mechanically, the Pauli principle requests for all the electrons to be
indistinguishable, so that per, t), rather than '£Pi(r, t), may be more closer to the truth. In this
i

modified Maxwell-Lorentz world of Eqs. (5) and (6), since each single electron spreads over a large
or, it is not necessary to distinguish .~ ~j from e, but, at the same time,
J-r-Z
the kinetic energy of electron i, m z-c 2 /)1 - (vile)2, must be considered as an entity which is in-

macroscopic volume, ei

~ e,

dependent from e.
We define the Maxwell-Lorentz tensor

t aji = ea eji -

21

2

0 aji7 e A

ta{3

as

+ II, a II, ji - 21

0

aji

7

2

(C 1)

II, A

(a,ji-1,2,3)

From Eq. (31), we see that

ta{3

is the spacial part of Ta{3, such as

ta{3

=-Ta{3.

Then we get an iden-

tity3) of
,
fJv X
fffV Mat (fJe+c

where,

yMat

has the surface

h) dV+ I f I

sMat,

sMat,

Mat

a (eXh)
IfI Mat t- dS ,
~
- - dV=
vt
c
5

(C2)

which is so constructed as to not cut the microscopic persistent

current 1 or electric dipole moment p.
force inside the

V

The first integral represents the total sum of the Lorentz

which must be identical to the rate of change of the total mechanical mo-

mentum, pK,

dPK
dt

L: Mat

i inV

d~

( C3)

dt

and, from Eq. (28), the second integral represents the total sum of the rate of change of the electromagnetic momentum, pe.m.,
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L:

eiXhi
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i:::f:.i:::f:. O

c

i =i =0

a

dV ) ="-;-t Cfff V Mat {
U

+.

~

L:

-

j:::f:.i:::f:.O

1
c fJ·a1-)

a¢j

aa-

cat

cat

[V¢i--VUy- _ _
1- ] }

1-=)=0

dV)

0

( C4)

&
j:::f:.i-::j:.O

The tlrst term of the right side of Eq. (C4) is the rate of change of the electromagnetic momenta due
to the presence of charge, Pi, in a vector potential, OJ, and, the second and third terms will represent
those of the electromagnetic momenta of the free radiations as well as the transient corrections to
the first term. Therefore, if the surface integral of Eq. (C2) is not zero, this term should represent
the total action· of the electromagnetic force at the surface

sMat.

In classical mechanics, we are usually interested in the mechanical momentum. Then we get

dpK

-

dt

= 1: f i =
i

ff

5

Mat

to dS- fff

V

Mat

a

-;-t C

h

eX

c

U

)

dV

When we drill a very thin but macroscopic shell volume VS with

e S and h S in

(C 5)

0

sMat

inside, the e and h fields,

VS, will be eS =E S =E + Pnn and h S =H S =H + M nn, where n is the outwards directed

unit normal vector on sMat. Then, from Eqs. (Ct), (C2) and (C5), the total Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetic force acting on the material inside of

a EX

-JffvMat at

c

B

VS

a

dV-fffvat

or

sMat

e'xh'

c

is

C C 6)

dV,

which can be transformed int0 21 )

F=fff Mat[fJE+CP-V)E+VHCMoH)+
V

~Cj+
~p)
cut

XB] dV

CC 7)

where e' and h' are the ripple fields.

A few different but equivalent representations are possible

for Eq. (C7).21) The last term of Eq. (C7) represents the inversed surface tension term which comes
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from the introduction of artificial drilling of V S , and is not present in the normal situation. A
typical example of the action of this term will be seen in the thorny surface of ferromagnetic liquid
in a magnetic field. 'V H indicates that the operation will be only on H(r, t). It is noted that, in this
expression, every term has a simple explanation and the main component of the change in the electromagnetic momentum, i.e., the middle term of Eq. (C6), has just been cancelled out.
We know that there are different opinions,22) being not supported by the new frame of physics.
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